Lehigh Valley style triggerguard, patterned after an original Lehigh longrifle by Jacob Dubbs. The bow swells to become wide at the center and the ends have distinctly pointed finials with a feather design on the tail. The front finial and triggerguard bow have cast-in engraving in the original pattern.

**#TG-Dubbs-B** or **I**
- brass $34.50
- iron $27.99

Lehigh Valley style triggerguard, patterned after an original Lehigh longrifle by Jacob Dubbs. The bow swells to become wide at the center and the ends have distinctly pointed finials with a feather design on the tail. The front finial and triggerguard bow have cast-in engraving in the original pattern.

**#TG-Dubbs-B** or **I**
- brass $34.50
- iron $27.99

This triggerguard was made by T. W. Pistor who made Jaeger rifles used by Hessian troops during the American Revolution. Our wax cast triggerguards require only minor straightening and polishing. Order our full scale plans for the T. W. Pistor rifle, and call us to order a full set of parts. See our plan drawing pages. You can scratch build this rare Hessian rifle.

**#TG-Hessian-B** triggerguard, wax cast brass  **only $33.99**
**#TG-Hessian-I** triggerguard, wax cast steel  **only $25.99**